The ACE, Association of Conformity Experts was founded in the summer of 2020.
Our main purpose is to be able to share up-to-date, accurate information in the field of regulations and procedures related
to legal conformity and safety of production equipment with professionals dealing with product conformity and safety.
We plan to organize regularly professional trainings, events and conferences, where we have the opportunity to share the
information mentioned above. Of course, the participation in the events organized by ACE will be open not only to the
members of the association, but also to all interested parties.
Furthermore, we would like to provide direct contacts
between stakeholders and market surveillance
authorities, either within the framework of our events
or in other ways.
We hope to be able to strength the culture of
compliance of manufacturers and distributors,
thereby promoting the conformity and safety of
production equipment and products placed on the
market!
We also pay attention for the youth, we spread the professional culture among the students of the specialized field within
the cooperation of colleges and universities, we would like to arouse their interest in this field.
We are committed to introduce the requirements continuously and the real, practical solutions by organizing regular
trainings.
We launched our "Living with mind" series of free professional programmes last November, which aims to explore a
specific topic every two to three months. Those events have been held online so far.

ACE in the social media:
•
•
•

aofce.hu
LinkedIn site of ACE
Private professional group of ACE on LinkedIn - the main aim is to share professional information, it is a
platform where anyone can ask their questions and ACE undertakes to try to find out and answer them.
It is free to join

JOIN OUR LINKEDIN GROUP!
You can ask your questions and we will try to find out and
answer them. Join our group without any obligation!
I would like to join...

info@aofce.hu

www.aofce.hu
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